The Gatlin File

State Sonnet'PrbVe' D1sor|mmatlon
The Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) has
found that hiring practices at .
CSCS have caused , “adverse

effect” on Jewish faculty members.
While the investigators said

they could not prove that
President Carl Gatlin had discriminated against Jews, the
report found “cross-currents” of
discontent at the campus.

- Concluding a 3-year investigation,

the

staff

said,

“The

findings do not support the
allegations of overt or covert
discrimination.
“While there was no evidence
of differential treatment, the
system for granting tenure has
adversely affected Jewish mem-

f
'

bers of the faculty.”
The report found the Stanislaus

~ campus “lowest of 111119 of the
colleges” in minority employ-

ment, at 10 per cent of the total
faculty, and the commission
recommended some 25 steps the

. --There was no evidence that
individuals were counseled or

rather than the much-touted
theory, of thej‘best applicant.” ,
given a chance to improve before
--Recruitme11t at CSCS was
Stanislaus campus could take to they were fired.
inadequate, yet worthy minority,
improve minority hiring proce,--Given the “pre-eminent posi- ' and female candidates with
‘ dures. The college has 60 days to tion” Jews have attained in the “solid credentials" which com‘ teaching profession, the laws of pared favorably to those who
reply to these suggestions.
The investigation was reques- chance Would not have favored were cansidered for employment "
ted by the United Professors of the firing of seven of the 17 were not interviewed
California (AFL-CIO)‘ in 1972, Jewish instructors for “poor or
--Jewish faculty members who
following several firings of Jew- marginal teaching perform- survived “were promoted, were
ish professors. Since then, the ance. "
on important faculty committees,
campus has been bitterly divided
The} College, evidently like ~ seemed to participate equally in
between the administration and other colleges in the system had the summer teaching assign
the UPC.
no affirmative action program ments, and seemed to share
Both sides already have for hiring women or minorities.
, equally in receiving allocations
claimed the report supported
Department heads showed no from the Stanislaus Fund for
their original positions
Research.”
“particular enthusiasm” for Af‘ Among the many conclusions ﬁrmative ActiOn and even fewer"
—Women and ethnic minoi'ities
found in the report were the had any idea of how to implement
are severely under-represented
following:
it.
—Personnel folders contained
—Hiring at CSCS and in the
“insufficient information” for state college system has been
determining whether firings largely “on the basis of school
were job-related
ties and personal friendships”

sown-1s.

.IGMIII.

--Top priority should be given
to an affirmative action pro
gram, with training and more.
authority given to supervisory ﬂ
personnel.
--Minorities andwomen should
be represented on college committees.
.

"Retention , - -promotion 7,-

tenure criteria should be job;
related.
,
—The president should issue a
statement that trade unions are

legal and individuals may participate without fear of retaliation.
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When FEPC investigators came to CSCS, they found 'a campus
distressed
Theconflict that raged between President Gatlin and the UPC had
created an atmosphere so poisonous that before it was over, careers

on both sides had been damaged, me college had acquired a shabby
reputation, and the whole educational process at the college had been
infected by the acrimony.
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Among the recommendations
the FEPC suggested were.

Campus In Turmoil

THE.

“a.

in faculty and administrative

positions.

A conservative Board of Trustees appointed a conservative “law ‘
and order" petrolann engineer to head a small, bucolic liberal arts

college. The tragedy for the college may have been that Gatlin was »

Senate
'

I

,

~ unable to adjust to the abrupt change in the political mood of the
mtion and the campuses after the riots following the invasion of
Cambodiain 1969. Where there had been activism, now there was

apathy, and anger had turned to dos _1r ,_ 7 ..
WNW“,
’
1 ' - ’ 111111 or innovative programs

'i

expenmenta on,inquiry, and dissent from established Orthodoxy.

~New Laws
Thevstudent Senate, meeting

in marathon sessions Thursday
and Sunday last JWeek, approved
a constitution for a council form
of government
The proposed constitutionwas
submitted to the Association
board of Directors, who must
approve the constitution before
students may vote on it.’

Such a program might lave drawn students to the campus, and
might have providedfor the birth of new and exciting ideas. —
Instead, the investigators said they found a campus where the
power was given to deamand administrators with fundamentalist
religious views and prejudice toward women.
They found the campus “uptight and contentious.” Enrollment
was going down, and employees feared for their jobs. While no overt
religious prejudice'was found, a pronounced preoccupation with
sorting out who was Jewish, and who was not, existed.

It appeared to the investigators that polarization of the faculty
began and centered around the termination of Arnold Goldman, a

. popular young professorin the English department, and a Jew.

Goldmanhimself stated his opinion that he was more victimized by
his civil rights stand than because he was a Jew
The new council-type constitution would abolish the Student . And so, at a time when the adminstration was trying desperately to
attract students to keep the struggling college from folding
Senate, board of directors and the
’ executive branch of goVernment ‘ completely, the FEPC investigators were finding an intellectual
atmosphere which could well have contributed to their staying away.
and substitute a. council to be
FEPCinvestigators cited the April 1973 issue of The Advocate,
vested with .the powers of the, just
mentioned branches.
‘monthly' organ of the UPC, for contributing to the uproar; The

Dr Michael Perona of the Chemistry Department has been
, awarded a $2,330 grant by the National Science Foundation. One of
five given in the State University and College System, the grant is a
part of NSF’5 program for undergraduate research participation.
Dr. Perona will soon select an undergraduate student fer summer
research on campus using Science Building equipment. Four
research awards have been presented to CSCS chemistry professors
during the past few years Last year the American Chemical Society

conferred national accreditation on the department, signifying high
quality"in faculty and curriculum.

Head Jock Needed
Applications are now being

accepted for the position of
station manager for Cal State
‘ Stanislaus radio station KCSS.
Students interested in directing
the radio station should file with
the Student Services Office

' located in the Library Building.
Applicants for the position
must have a Class 1 FCC license,
must be a student registered at
CSCS and must have been
enroled during the previous year.

The station manager is a salaried

position.
Disc jocks are also needed with
applications now being accepted
by Student Services. Initiative is
the main prerequisite for DJ
positions.

As a body the Senate urged Cal

publication carried feature articles and a cartoon on the firing of

State students to attend tonight’s
meeting of the Stanislaus Area
Association of Governments. The
meeting is set for 7:30 pm. in the

said the investigators, clearly accused the college of blatant
anti—Semitism in terms far more harsh and damning than the

Medesto City Hall meeting room.
The SAAG policy board will be

making its final decision concerning the formulation Of a county
mass transit plan.
“If 200 students from Stani~
slaus are in the audience, it could
have a significant influence on
the decision of the boar ,” said
Associated Student President
Eric La Joure. “We can get up

and do our job of protecting the
general welfare of the Stanislaus

students?

needed equipment arrives and
can be installed in time. Antici-

Fees Set

pated plans call for a full range of

programing to begin next fall.

The Board of Trustees of the
California State University and
Colleges has agreed with results
of the student

charges filed with FEPC.
The report did not mention a mural painted by Art Professor Ralf
Parton which created a stir and brought more bitterness to the,
troubled campus.

Interviews with both “conservative” and “liberal” members of
the faculty produced a picture of a campus run as a “tight ship” With
Gatlin exercising strict control over his staff and they, in turn,

limiting the freedom of the departments and faculty. Power that had
accrued to the administrative staff under Gatlin' s predecessorwas
withdrawnin favor of more structured procedures.‘
A faculty member who seemed to be neutral said, “...the recent

controversy is a spin-off from a widespread dissatisfaction with the
college administration, and would not, in my opinion, haVe come
about if the dissatisfied faculty elements had obtained what they
regarded as justice in their previous confrontation with the people

running thecampus.”

Radio KCSS will be a Ill-watt
FM station. The station may
begin broadcasting this spring if

Arnold Godlman and on the situation at Stanislaus. The publication,

elections

and

decided to keep Associated Student Body fees at present levels.

Gatlins supporters were seized with a measure of paranoia during
this time, seeing “plots being manufactured where there are none ”
From some of the supporting data, it seemed at least possible that
his antagonists also saw nonexistent plots.
“Faculty members senseda state of affairs where they could not

speak out without fear of retaliation, and.. .conditions which promote
academic freedom were not promoted on the campus,” said one of
those intervieWed.Several faculty members said it was dangerous to
engage in teaching techniques that offended other more conservative

faculty members.

'Leiters

,

,

By Janet Cross

Ho burn, a bus article—again?
Wait -, before your eyes trip over the page in search of another
scintillating piece on the armpit condition of the campus cuties, tune
in here for a second. Concentrate for that moment on just what an
efficiently operated bus run could mean to CSCS.
On Wednesday night, April 9, the Stanislaus Area Association of
Governments (SAAG) will decide if buses will be routed to Cal State
Stanislaus. Now I know most of us have already done the
transportation hassle. We’ve made some kind of arrangements that

at least get us here so it s not our hassle, right?
I d like to share a fantasy of mine, my grandiose vision of what our
college could be.
Occasionally when I shut my eyes I can envision the campus scene
bustling with people people vigorously discussing ideas, people
involved, a community offering dynamic speakers and energetic
performances. Our minds are tantalized with new and provocative
morsels.
. Doesn’t it sound like fun? Ideas in conflict, the changing of the
guard, the replacing of the old with the new. Stimulating! It’s called
savoring life. It’s feeling alive. It’s called growth!
Now if I coulddo anything, anything to help the college to get there -.
I would want to do it. Not for someone—else and not for the sake of
school spirit and the old rah rah but I would want to do it for me. I like
the idea of belonging to a lively college community, of living close to
' a campus that bristles with energy.
0.K.. this may be my trip. But wouldn’t buses running to and from
the campus invigorate the scene? Aren’t there people out there who
would enroll if they could depend on wheels instead of their thumbs?
Aren‘t there people out there who would attend our drama and music
department productions who would come out to hear Florynce
Kennedy, or the Bola Sete Concert, if it weren t such ahassle to get to
“that institutionin the boonies? ”
I don’ t think that our administrators can succeedin expanding the
CSCS operation until peoplein the outlying areas are guaranteed a
reasonably priced conveniently scheduled bus Public transportation
is essential. Even the most tantalizing curriculum will not lure if the

campus is inaccessible.
SAAG representatives at the Wednesday ‘ night meeting will

We would like to thank the
student body for their support in
the recent Bus Petition drive. We
collected over 300 signatures. We
are also organizing a letter
writing drive to each of the city
council members involved. Anyone interested should contact
either Bob Didion or Ken Keller
at the AS. Student Office.
Bob Didion and
Ken Keller

Mountain
Movers
The Mountain Moving Society
will meet Thursday night at 7:30
in the Student Union. Everyone is

Welcome, male and female.
Topics of interest to everyone— on
campus will be discussed, includ-

ing the possibility of havingmore'
seminars like the last ones which
were so successful.
REMINDER: The amendment
House

of

Theirs will be the final decision.
Package 1--The plan proposed by the SAAG consultants calls for
large buses running hourly to the college for 50 cents a ride. This is
the plan vetoed by the city of Turlock.
Packagez--The Turlock City Government has offered a couple of
mini buses for a Modesto-Turlock link with a campus stop. The .
number of daily trips and, the fare would not be set until a consultant,
“Life and Culture in the
hired last month, can complete his study.
’ Peoples Republic of China," Will
Package 3--Just last week the Greyhound Bus bid to provide
be the featured topic presented
campus bus service with a more expensive 84 cent ride. The way is
by Martha Seban at 7‘ pm;
being paved for a government subsidy on each fare which would , tonight in the College Union.
bring it in line with the SAAG bus rate. Greyhound would run six
Seban traveled extensively in
buses each way during prime campus hours,
the Peoples Republic of China

Seban Tells

China Story '

studying sports and culture. Her
College people should consider which bus package best serves the
campus needs. Turlock’s offering of a dinky mini bus considered 7 lecture and slide presentation
provides personal insight behind
with the unknown fare and scheduling factors could prove a mass
the “bamboo curtain."
transit fiasco. How long will interested riders take a chance on
The program is part of the
finding room in a 12-14 passenger mini bus‘?-If riders tire of this
College Campus Hour series.
gamble the word will spread and soon there will be few at the bus

stop There will remain many in need of mass transit but the buses
will run nearly empty
'
Unless the campus bus service is reasonably priced and efficiently
run it will be a poor experiment.
' Student leaders have set up a bus haul for CSCS students to the
SAAG meeting at the Modesto City Hall meeting room
We can help to set the stage for a vital Cal State of the future. Let 5
meet at 6:45 p. m. tonightin the Student Union parking lot for the ride
to Modesto City Hall meeting room. And don t do it for me or the ’
school do it for yourself.
Let‘s grow!

apparelfor Women and Men hecause.....

Signal Policy
Published weekly as a journalism
project of the Associated Students of
California State College, Stanislaus.
Letters to the Editor are welcome
from any member of the college
community. All
letters must be
signed with the author's legal name,

although names are withheld from
publication upon request. Pen names
may be used if the editors accept
them. Brevity and conciseness are
encouraged. Any material deemed by
the editor to be libelous will not be
published. Profanity is discouraged.
A letter does not necessarily express
the opinion of the Signal staff or the
ASCSCS. Letters should be in the
Signal office by Tuesday before
publication.
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By Reagan Wilson

In past weeks the Signal has devoted several articles to the
soon-to—be adopted Stanislaus County Transportation. Plan. This is to
be done by the Stanislaus Area Association of Governments (SAAG ).
Space does not permit me to explain all the issues so I’ll point out
what areas the Student Government has taken a position on.

Specifically, part of the plan concerns itself with the establishment
Modesto.
The SAAG Citizens Committee has recommended adoption of this
route. The Turlock City Council has directed its members on the
SAAG policy board to vote against it. This means the proposal

probablywon’t be adopted because of the “political" aspects of
SAAG.
Turlock has gone off on its own and is preparing to develop an
intra-city (Turlock only) dial-a-ride system. They have indicated
thatthey would establish a pilot inter-city route between the campus
and Modesto to see ifthere is a demand for this type of service.
This is doomed to failure. Why? Because the estimated demand is

70,000 riders per year. Turlock is going to use 13-passenger mini

buses. It ignores the community of Turlock. Those 70,000 riders are
not only students, faculty and staff of the campus but also citizens of
Turlock Finally, it'IS doomed because to establish a solely intra-city
line with funds from SB 325 money is, in the opinion of some people,
contrary to legislative intent of SB 325 and therefore illegal.
Other factors which the Council is ignoring are the energy saving

decrease in automobile pollution and the economic reality of
ever-increasing gasoline prices.

To Meet

presented to the
Representatives.

.ﬂGNAL
_____=__FORUM

of an inter-city, fixed route bus service between Turlock and

Editor, Signal

against abortion will soon be

discuss the various bus packages under Consideration for CSCS.

,. ‘lgl 1... f'4~. ,~ . but.” ’,, ,.~.

Editore, Signales: ,
I no like da way you maka fun a
my peoples. I reed yor ting about
“Carlo Gatlino" and a “Turkey
Cocono." I’m Italiano and we no
violent people. I no like da, way
you maka us a look like brutal
animals. We no crooks, we no
tieves, and a we no killas. We
peace loving peoples.
I catcha you write tings like dat
again and I’ma gonna breaka you
face you dum sona num bicha.
You write dosa tings again and a
you DEAD...
Sincerely yours,
Salvatore “Richie
da Fingo" Restivo

'P-$----“
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There is no way to predict the outcome of the SAAG policy board
decision but the political blue bird says they will vote no on the
inter-city line. The result would be no inter-city line and hence no
solution to the problems pointed out above.
If you are a potential user of the service, then you can helpdis
diangethemmdsoftheSAAGpohcyboerdbyattendmgthemeetmg

tonight.

.

The student governmenthas done all it can We. . u " . . . .
.
the campus community and the Turlock community. We need your
presence at the meeting. Please attend, it can make a difference.
1

”

|QNAL§
FORUM
By Bob Didion

1

Being a student of political science, I recently observed a very
interesting phenomenon in one of our neighboring countries. It seems
that in the country of South Laus, which is just south of Omesto, there
exists one of the last rulers ruling by divine impiration. It seems that
this ruler, cirE, decided that it was time to create a new position in
his government.
He was meditating one day when he came up with the new position,
FIG. (Prince Inordinate Obligatory). Now under this ruler was a
small group of intellectuals who were normally consulted under
similiar circumstances. However, this time the ' ruler figured he

wouldn’t bother. After having the new position ordained by god, he
“hired or appointed” someone to it.
Well, it seems that two misguided intellectuals said, “Hey, you

can’t do that; you’re supposed to ask us first.” The ruler, feeling that
he couldn’t waste his time, replied, “Oh yes I can and you have no
right to stop me.” This naturally led to an argument. The ruler and
the two intellectuals decided to go before the law keepers and find out
who was right. .

CirE and his four associates, and the arguments made by both
sides were long and complicated. It seems that the intellectuals
thought that they should have at least been asked if they thought the
country needed a P.I.O. (Prince Inordinate Obligatory). The ruler ’
said that he had the right to create this position because he was ruler
and he wanted to.
Well, by some quirk of fate, the intellectuals lost. It seems that
Rraf found somewherein the laws a place that said that the ruler
could .do anything he~wanted. So, the two intellectuals who thought
they were right, were beheaded and never heard from again.
After having read the following account, I’m sure you will all agree
with me that it is a relief to know we, at this school and in this nation,
have set up a system where gross misjustice such as this has been
completely obliterated because the president and the court say so.

l
l
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' ‘ N A|_ ' Warriors Near Playoff Berth
runs scored”; Bob Erickson,
Cal State swept two doubleheaders—one from Pacific Uni- f' “he’s been delivering in the
clutch”; Keith Vollstedt, “good
versity and the other from
contact and our leading hitter at
Linfield College—and suffered, a
.368,"; and Keith Henderson, “he
narrow 8-7 loss to Oregon" State, a

By Steve Wampler 7
Signal Sports Editor

_

If ever a season looked like the
right one, this one does for Cal
State’s baseball team.
After nine years of trying, the
Warriors’ chances of earning a
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) District
III post-season play--off berth
seem brighter than ever.
‘
The Warriors, winners in 10 of
their last 13 games, have raised
their season record to 19-10 and

—

had an excellent road trip.\” '
'
Cal State opened its road trip
Fine pitching from sophomore
witha doubleheader against Life
righthander Charley McDonald ' Bible CollegeThe games torned

member of the'Pacific-B Conference.

By Roger K. Smith
.
Signal Editor
’
TheEaster egg hunt sponsored by the Veterans Conspiracy drew
150 youngsters from the Turlock area ranging in ages from 3-10, and
thatin itself“IS a story for Stanislaus.
But as important as the hunt itself and the wonderful job done by
the Vets is the tremendous support given by numerous Turlock and
for the first time in CSCS baseball
Modesto merchants
For many years I have seen less than overwhelming response in , history have the best win--loss
record among all the NAIA
what might be considered community participation by the Turlock
area and yet, this year the trend seems to have peaked. The Easter _ District III schools.
The Warriors Visit Cal State
. egg hunt more than proves the point that Turlock has accepted the
Fresno tomorrow night in their
college as its own.
first night game of the season and
Any doubts one might have can be measured against the lengthy
then host Cal State Haywardm a
list of contributors tothe Vets’ project. This'IS not to say the Vets are
twin-bill Saturday
not worthy salesmen, for their ability to carry out a project has been
Before leaving On their sixwell documented.
game Easter vacation road trip
The featured attraction must be, however, the local response.
Students of Cal State are thankful and becomingmore aware of the
, rise in cooperatiOn and concern on the part of the Turlock
community. ,
The Signal wishes to extend to each contributor the appreciation of

and junior Dave Dupree keyed' out to be somewhat of a
the Warriors’ doubleheader vic- . mismatch—the Warriors won the
tory over Pacific University.
first game 1-20 and captured the
McDonald is now 5-0 and holds a second contest by a whopping 17-0

the college students, the personal thanks of the Vets club and those
Farms, Rainbow Rarms, Delhi Poultry, Bonanza 88, The Liquor
Cabinet, McDonalds, Straw Hat Pizza Parlor, Children’s World;
Savemart, Safeway, The Bookworm, Kiva Bookstore, Divine
Gardens, National Market, Turlock Theater, Olson’5 Pharmacy, Pop
’n Cork Liquors, The Linen Closet, Penney’s, Woolworth’s, Sav Mor
Drugs, Youngdales, Polley Ann Bakery, Karls Shoe Store, Barker
Music, Turlock Hobby Store, Boyer Home and Auto, The Pop Shoppe
andDesigner Fabrics.
,

Anna specialhanksto the Sashes ,herc1r . ~— , ,

shutout win in the second game to
complete Cal'State’s sweep.
“Our team has been playing
extremely aggrssive baseball
against some very tough opposition,“ said Warrior coach Jim
Bowen.
Bowen lauded his team as a
Whole and singled out Tony

. . . . . . . . . . ........... Steve Wampler

. .' ....... , ....... Diane Rumbeck

Production Editor ....... . ...... 7.

.

. . .Janet Cross

Rdving Reporter, . .................. '.

ler, and Ginger Rogers; “42nd
Street” is a 1933 musical featur~
ing the spectacular choreography
of Busby Berkley.
So it’s the Mainstage Theatre

this Friday at 8 pm. with ‘a dollar

Will Play

"

Bernie Brown

‘
. .

Chuck Rust
Renee Jasmin

Advertising Manager. . . .‘ ........... 7. .Thomas Meyers
& SPORTS
TU R LOC K I M PORTSCAR SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN SERVICING 81 REPAIRING OF VOLKSWAGEN,

/ TOYOTA, DATSUN 81 OTHER MAKES

COMPLETE sEnvlcE - ~
. BRAKE senvncs
- AUTO ELECTRIC
. TRANSMISSIONS ‘
,
- ENGlNE OVERHAUL
- 001111er RADIATOR senvrcr
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State’s proposed physical education facility a step closer to
reality, the State Public Works
Commission has approved a
$70,000 allocation to draw up
plans for the new facility.
The proposed gym is in a state

' the next state budget.
His proposal was referred to '
the full Senate Finance Committee, which is regarded as
a favorable sign for possible
approval of the funds.

If the funds are approved, the
gym is scheduled to be completed
, in the fall of 1976 at a projected
cost of $2.1 million.

But Associated Student President Eric LaJoure and ViCe-'
President Reagan Wilson met
with statesenator George Zen-

4' ovich March 17 on the subject.
The outcome was a proposal

Zenovich put before a Senate

147 S.»BROADWAY TURLDCK

Zenovich and stress the importance of receiving funds for this

facility,”saidLaJoure.

3:30 pm. today to produce the
venerable old play “St. George?
and the Dragon.”
The play involves audience
participation because Brebner

courses.
It will be produced in Class

SAN JOAQUIN
COLLEGE OF LAW
announces approval by the

conﬁnes of BAR EXAMINERS

Building102.

of the

JOE'S
APPLIANCE

CALL: 113240911~~

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

§

of a full-time, three year day program
of Law study to commence

September 1975
Now accepting applications .
,

First year class enrollment limited

Information and bulletin may be obtained from the
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
SAN JOAQUIN COLLEGE OF LAW
1717 S. Chestnut Ave.

‘

Because of Cal State’s inadequate gym facilities the basket~
ball team is forced to play all of
its home games at Turlock high
school.

with ’600 pounds of costumes at

machines, dryers, refrigerators and many _'
other appliances.
Open 8:00 arm. to 5:30 pm.

“This is a good opportunity for
students to write to Senator

Two Bay! Area actors, Brebner
and Sheridan, will arrive at CSCS

Repairs on washing

' TUNE-UP

632-5012 1111 CALL 632-0572

with a grand slam. Terry Rodger .

five runs¥batted-in to go along

Finance subcommittee to include

should be fun, educational, literary, theatrical and related in
one way or another to your

' FOR FREE ESTIMATES CALL

scoring runs"; Gary House,

colleges in his 1975~76 budget.

751." .Geofrge

Photographers
............. , ............ Debbie Node

W

derson went four—for—four with“

oflimbo, after. Governor Edmund
Brown Jr. declined to include any
new construction funds for state

in one hand and a student body
card in the other. Or a buck and a
half in just one hand.

and Sheridan choose actors from
those attending. The experience

_,Bu’sines$ Manager ........... . . .

against Northern Arizona. Hen-

Kobliska, “excellent job getting
on base, stealing bases and

GKm‘PlansFunded

many famous people. Warner
Baxter, Dick Powell, Ruby Kee-

xRewrite ............. /. . , ......- . . ._ ..... Fran McKeon ,
4

fell apart as the Warriors
committed si-x errors.
Keith Henderson .was the
difference in the first game

construction funds for the gym in

. . .' ..................... Roger K. Smith

Feature Editor. . . . ,.

Errors led to the Warriors’
downfall against Grand Canyon,
the sixth-ranked college team in
the nation. Both teams scored
two runs, but Cal State’s defenses

thers hurled the Warriors to a 4-0

SIGNAL STAFF

Sports Editor .

Northern Arizona 15-5 and/nationally-ranked Grand Canyon
College 11-3 and defeating Northern Arizona 9-4 and Western
Colorada 10-4.

championship.
Junior righthander Bob Cro-

wright fora Eriday—starrmgxi/In
an action bringing Cal

The MedievalArts and Craft ‘ Medieval-costumed affair will be
‘ Faire, in conjunCtion with Tur- ‘ held each day from 10 a. m. to 6,’
lock’ 5 Art-in-Action Festival, ' p. m. on the quad among the ,
. May 1315 inviting all student trees.
Applications for booth locations
artists andcraft-persons to
are available in'the art depart- ,
display their'goods.’
There are no booth fees or ment or by contacting Mary Sue
commissions with tables and Sutton, Medieval Faire chairperchairs provided if needed. ”The ‘ son in the English department.

.

The Warriors split their four

most of the way. Three years ago

this year's series. Capping a
super year for the New Film
Society is “42nd Street ”

Craft Displays Inv1ted

Editor.

remaining road games, losing to

All Right. This Friday, the. “high percentage of getting ”on was praised by Bowen for his fine
eleventh is the very last film in base and he leads our team in pitching. ’

Thisis not to ignore the thought and assistance provided by Vets
Stan Davolt and Dan Osborn, who hard boiled 600 eggs, or employees
Fraﬁt Balbo, Nadine McWhorter, Leslie Olson, Vet’s coordinator
Mike Leaveck and the entire Conspiracy Who made the day a success,
moy forthe children and the community.

.

home the winning run against

Linfield won the NAIA national

Caps Season

To the following merchants go the deepest gratitude: Gemperle

margin.

Linfield in the opening game
after the Warriors had trailed

4an Street

many children for making the Easter hunt a success.

2.60 earned run average. ‘
~ Bob Erickson’s’basehit brought

Fresno, Ca. 93702

(209) 251-4322

’
'

PAGE 4 — WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 1975 Q slGMll L of the president as the repreSentative of the Board of Trustees is routine at this time. ‘
Nonetheless, the role of the president is clear. Legally, the president has the final

say in all personnel matters at all stages of the selection process.
At Stanislaus, few lecturers are used. Initial appointment is usually at the

assistant professor level, then associate, and finally full professor. A doctorate
degree is usually not required at the time of appointment, but in recent years this
degree has become an expected achievement soon after appointment.
After recruitment and initial appointment, the personnel procedure in most

Maintaining our lienmd tradition of filling 111111.

American colleges and universities is conducted by a system known as Retention,
Promotion and Tenure Review.
The review procedures and criteria for Retention, Promotion and Tenure at

of "Thole- Y’orli Times of North Turlock“, in present 111“:

Stanislaus were approvedSept. 21, 1973. According to these procedures, five criteria

Thrill/1019831101"Wax

- B. Scholarshipor othercreative activities

.C. Extent and appropriateness of professional preparation, normally including
the doctorate or equivalent attainment.
- D. Effective participation'in aﬂaiis important to the college.
- E. Constructive relations with colleagues.
The procedures state that no criteria, other than those in the section above,
may be usedin retention or promotion considerations. (Emphasis added )

(abridged)

While the decisions of the college-wide RPT committee were supposedly only
advisory to the president, in most instances the president approves the
recommendations. The American Association of University Professors
recommended that the executive officer should concur with the faculty judgment

PREFACE

This investigation was conducted with the cooperation'of a large number of
persons and organizations to whom we are deeply indebted. President Gatlin and his
staff gave untiringly of their time, energies and facilities. The same is true of Dr.

inrnooucrion
Section 1421 of the Fair Employment Practice Act empowers the Commission to
prevent unlawful employment practices. It further provides that an investigation be

undertaken when it appears to the Commission that an unlawful employment ,
_ practice may have been committed. The purpose of these investigations is to
determine what action is warranted if discrimination is found. This has been
interpreted to include remedying the effects of past discrimination as well as <
current practices which, by intent or effect, are detrimental to ethnic, religious or fcultural minorities, and women. Consultant L E Beane was assigned to conduct the
10141

investigation under the direction of Commissioner Mark Guerra.
It should be noted that subsequent to the filing of these charges, the United
Professors of California changed its position of charges of overt discrimination and,
in conversations with the assigned consultant, emphasized the charge of
institutional discrimination UPC alleged that a system of biases existed at the
college, built into the personnel procedures, and that these biases had an adverse
effect on the groups mentioned in the complaint Although as the investigation
progressed UPC increasingly raised the argument of institutional discrimination,

creasinulv reacted to the charges of overt anti-Semitism raised byl'f"?

" the collagen
J‘he term 3. .
_- UPC in their’pubheation The Advocate, and reportedby1the media.
,
f “antisiSéiriitism” was never usedin theallegations FEPC wasasked to investigate.
I‘tis hoped that this report will serve to put to rest the rumors that have fostered
during the past months and that have unduly caused upheaval within the college
community.- After more than a year of intensive study, delving into all aspects of
college life and activities, the investigation produced no evidence of overt
discrimination against Jews, women, or ethnic minorities However, other related
problems were identified. Therefore it is also hoped that this report will serve to ‘
assist the college to improve its personnel “system and fulfill its obligations under /.
state and federal law. Itis further believed that the deficiencies found at Stanislaus
are not unique to that campus but are symptomatic of the failure of institutions of
higher education to ensure that opportunities are providedto, those previously
excluded from the job market'in academia

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
In 1969 Dr. Carl Gatlin was appointed president succeeding Dr. Alexander
Capuso, who returned to teaching His appointment came in the wake of the bitter
strike at San Francisco State College. Striking against the San Francisco State
College was the Black Student Union, supported by the college chapter of the
American Federation of Teachers and the Association of California State College
Professors, the precursors of the United Professors of California.
The student unrest of the sixties had been exacerbated by the draft and the

escalation of the Vietnam war from 1965 onwards. Gov. Reagan was elected by wide
acclaim in 1966 on a “law and order” program and a promise to clean up the

University of California. The Nixon election of 1968 further strengthened this trend.
This philosophy soon began to manifest itself in the various boards and commissions
of state government. The Trustees of the state college system have always had a
conservative posture even during the Brown administration.
It must be pointed out, however, that while there were activities and strains at
Stanislaus, the pot never boiled over there, as was happening at several of the
colleges and universities. (The report cited Kent State, People's Park and other
incidents.)
In this social ferment, the central administration adopted a firm stand. They

heavily committed their resources to investigate and prosecute those whom they
believed were responsible for the trouble on the campuses. While“ San Francisco
State got most of the publicity, there was a “tightening up” all over the state college
system. The presidents of three of the colleges resigned and were replaced with
“law and order” people.
'
The present Chancellor of the State College system came out of these struggles"in
the California educational scene If the above were not enough to test the heart of
any strong administrator, one had only to add the experimentation with drugs.
Thisis the first 1421 investigation concerning alleged religious discrimination that
the State Commission has undertaken.

EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES
In the past, recruiting was done often in a personal and haphazard manner at
Stanislaus as it was at most other American institutions. Who got the job, who even

knew that the job was available, was dependent more often than not upon old school
ties or personal friendships. Since there were few, and often no minorities or women

in the department, recruitingin the manner above necessarily had a negative effect
on protected groups.
The applicant is interviewed by the department head, the department recruiting
committee, the dean of the department and other college officials. The department
originates the appointment with the approval of the appropriate dean. The approval
thmwa».

C-Cl‘I..0l0.0

exceptin rare instances and for compelling reasons which the president states in
detail The Board of Trustees of the State College system adopted this
recommendatiorionOct. 26, 1967.

Bush and members of the United Professors of California. Equally helpful were
members ofthe local Jewish community and Jewish organizations.
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were stipulated. .
0 A. Tesching proﬁciency.

The climate of an institution determines the character and quality of the
ideas and activities that will take root and grow there. It is an important
factor in the quality of services a college offers. Attitudes are often an
indicator of climate; intellectual or academic climate in this instance.
Although law is directed toward behavior, attitude can reflect in

performance and eventuallyin behavior.

,. ti ,

-

' This section of the report will bring into the opensome of the cross
currentsof attitudes found smoldering under the surfaceat nislaus

AlthoughSome of these gossips, rumors, and statements f
t be totally
substantiated, ventilating a problem often removes some, “the{emotional
tension and anxiety and places the problem on an objective
Wehable
basis.
The investigation found the campus “uptight” and contentious.
realized that during the period of the investigation, all the emplo ees
ofthe
College were greatly concerned about the continued- down rd path of

At”Climate1E
enrollinent of the College, fearing that it would eventually affect their own
. job security. In addition, most of those spoken to were very hurt that the
College, as they saw it, had been accused of anti-Semitism. Several
allegations of anti~Semitic statements were checked out. On the basi’s of the
“rules of evidence”, few were ever established as clearly factualandmust
be considered as hearsay. However, while little or no evidencefof ‘overt
' religious prejudice was found, a pronounced preoccupation withsorting out

who was Jewish and who was not, did exist. This consciousness: had not
existed before the investigation was authorized. It appeared.th'at the
polarization of the faculty began and centered around the termhtion of
Arnold Goldman, who precipitated a maJor grievance hearing andanearlier

FEPC complaint.

. .

A few direct quotations may provide insight intojthe situation oncampus
, Arnold Goldman himself wrote: “In my grievance statement and

throughout the grievance hearings, ' I stressed that the charge of
anti-Semitism was directed against the effects of institutional practices:
Simply put, Jews tend to get fired. That does not mean they are fired
because of an administrator's bigoted opinions. It may be Jews tend to get

fired for reasons other than their Jewislmess, perhaps for their, union
membership, their teaching methods, their life styles, or something else.

But if Jews tend to get fired, as my statistics show they do, then a charge of
non-comparable treatment of Jews—institutional antiSemitism—is warranted."
Goldlman was heard to say himself that he did not believe that
anti-Semitism was involvedin his difficulties until the Union showed him the

data of Jewish terminations. Goldman at first expressed the opinion that he
was more victimized because of his civil rights stand than because he was a
Jew. But as he saw it, being a Jew compounded his tenuous situation as a
liberal activist.
A former Consultant of the FEPC who worked on the investigation wrote:
“from the beginning of this investigation, the impression was gained that

President Gatlin liked to run a ‘tight ship’. This approach to the school’s
administration appears in sharp contrast to his predecessor’5 methods of
operation’

A faculty member who did not appear to be committed to either side of the
controversy said: “ .the recent controversy is a spin-off from a widespread
dissatisfaction‘ with the College administration, and would not, in my

opinion, have come about if the dissatisfied faculty elements had obtained
what they regarded as justice in their previous confrontation with the people
running the campus; AntiSemitism is a manufactured issue...
“Forwhat it is worth, I have never seen any inkling of anti-Semitic feeling
in Dri'Gatlin. He comes from a part of the world where ‘country club’
anti-Semitism is not unknown, but he is a very professional person, with high

ideals and certainly he admires and respects his new vicepresident who
under no circumstances could ever beguilty of ethnic or religious
discrimination.

“It is no doubt the case that Dr. Gatlin is something of a ‘straight’ or
‘square’, and it is unhappily true that the people who support him here see

Q 516 MAI.
METHODOLOGY
~
Two research techniques were applied in conducting this study: Case Study
Analysis and Statistical Analysis.
_
‘
~
Roughly sixty personnel and RPT folders were studied and approximately

thirty-six people were interviewed, most of whose history had. been previously

studied through the personnel and RPTfolders. IntervieWs were als’o held with those

identified as the college “conservatives” and “liberals”, the Rabbi of the local

synagogue, those minorities and women who had been terminated and were still
living in the area. In the latter respect, only two of the Jewish instructors could be
contacted. Unsuccessful attempts were made to contact two recent Jewish
’ candidates for the academic year 1973-74, with sterling “papers", one of them being
tracked as far as the East Coast and Israel, the other to Harvard University and the

University of Colorado.

,

‘

Faculty hearings on the termination of a young Jewish instructor in the English
Department, Arnold Goldman, had been held from Oct. 30, 1972 until Dec. 8, 1972.
Some 1,000 pages of the manuscript, along with exhibits that’had been submitted,
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criteria, could easily camouflage individual violations of the Fair Employment
Practice Act: However. the thorough review of personnel files and RPT files, along
with extensive personnel interviews both on and off campus, produced no evidence
of differential treatment of Jews, ethnic minorities or women. The case study
analysis showed that these groups were promoted, were on important faculty
committees, seemed to participate equally in the summer teaching assignments,
and seemedrto share equally in receiving allocations— from the Stanislaus Fund for
Research. At the same time, it should benoted that women and ethnic minorities are

severly underrepresented in faculty and administrative positions. (Emphasis
/ ,
»
'
.
added by Signal editor).

Minority employment on the nineteen campuses and the Chancellor’s office, for
1973 was slightly more than 16 per cent. The total minority employment ‘for ,
Stanislaus College for the same period was 10 per cent. In this respect Stanislaus
stood lowest of all nineteen of thecolleges. Even Bakersfield, which is a ymmger

Publications of the American Association of University Professors were read for

‘
college than Stanislaus, had 13.6 minority utilization.
With the exception of Asian males, the college achieved less than the University
‘
<
and College system in the employment of females and ethnic minorities.
The college is not yet undertaking adequate steps to improve its employment

lection guidelines require that the employer

paThe statistical analysis phase of the investigation concentrated on a comparison of

background materials and for spgific information on tenure.
State and federal employee

demonstrate the job-relatedness of selection criteria when it is statistically
demonstrated that the criteria used have an adverse effect on a protected class. The

concept has been upheld by the United States Supreme Court in the famous case of
Griggs vs. Duke Power Company. The statistical data was submitted to FEPC’S

Technical Advisory Committee on Testing (TACT), composed of some of the most
prominent psychometricians and industrial psychologists in the state.

/
EVALUATION
The phenomenon of campus politics, coupled with «highly subjective selection

plots being manufactured where there are none. Prejudice of some sort
against activists may be'a fact. I, myself, would have retained several of the
discharged teachers including some who (they say) were Jews of one kind or

another."
A Jewish faculty member, a member of UPC, who left for a college in the

mid-west after a brief period at Stanislaus wrote: “What is important to
stress is that faculty members at the College sensed a state of affairs where

they could not speak out without fear of retaliation, and that conditions
which “promote academic freedom were not promoted on the campus.
Although I was not intimidated or threatened I would be less than honest if I

did not observe that I could never have‘looked for another position if I did not
feel some confusion about my own position and that I felt that my opposition
to the president would put me in an evenmore precafous situation.”

Several faculty members said that it is dangerous to engage in teaching
techniques that offend other more conservative faculty members.

-

Several faculty members also stated that» UPC did not. raise the

anti-Semitism issue until it had exhausted all the normal trade union routes.‘
On the other hand, several of the younger, and a few of the older faculty
members commended the UPC for ﬁghting what they considered the

bureaucratic attitude towards academic freedom on the campus. One
professor said that the atmosphere of domination and restriction by the
administration on the campus was such that he could not exist without the ,
feeling of support that he got from being a member of the union.

“The union keeps the membership of its executive board a secret to
prevent their being knocked off,” said another faculty member.
.
A Jewish merchant of Turlock, who is a member of the Stanislaus College

Advisory Committee, was appalled at the accusation of anti-Semitism. He
stated he and the president “had‘been close friends for years; The president
does not have a discriminatory bone in him.”
,
'
A union member said, “All those who do not fit the mold have a hard time
at Stanislaus. Being different is a liability. Left unsaid is the question of

Jews and non-Jews with regard to how they fared in the RPT systemgFrom the
information available, it appeared tint 10 per cent of the faculty were Jewish. This
certainly seems to indicate the absence of religious discrimination. Further, during

Dr. Gatlin’s administration (1970-1974), of the 119 persons added to the faculty 9 or

7.6 per cent were Jewish. But the disproportionate number of Jews who were
terminated (7 out of 17 or 41.2 per cent) placs the college in the position of having to
prove that their criteria for retention are job-related. As stated earlier, when

administrators were beset with fundamental religious views and prejudice
towards women.
Several persons said they had not seen any anti—Semitism themselves, but
“if you look at the figures” on those being terniinated, a greater number of

them were Jews.

:

.

A few persons stated they felt that the real reasons the men were fired
were never officially given because the College did not wish to contest a

lawsuit. Many other persons inferred this. These persons then proceeded to
list some of the causes they thought might have been crucial:
(1) Advocating sympathy to the use of marijuana in claw.

(2) Supporting student anti-war demonstrators.
(3) Exhibiting a self—made movie of a student urinating on the flag during
the People’s Park riot.
(4) Questioning the integrity of the President in a public meeting.
(5) Participating in a sit-down strike for a free lunch program for indigent

students of the Modesto Public Schools in the office of the Superintendent of
. Schools.
(6) Taking a superior attitude to fine College.

(7) Active participation in UPC.
(8) Dressing outlandishly; different life style.
(9) Using innovative teaching methods.

,
.

.

Many felt that the wishes of the president were all powerful and that few
faculty members or faculty committees would stand up to him. The ,
investigation certainly showed that a majority of the faculty were most

cautious.
,
.
—
Another faculty member stated that the Goldman case was really a
struggle between the Union and the College system in preparation for the
ground swell of collective bargaining for government personnel which he
saw no further off than two years. If and when this Was achieved, it would
greatly challenge the current RPT review system.’ Young Jewish
academicians are very active in UPC. This seems to be one of the
fundamental issues uncovered in the investigation. Unionized faculty and
the State College administration have been at odds for many years.

i

when ‘being different’ and ‘being Jewish’ are one and the same.”
A member who resigned from the faculty said that some of the deans and

ttem.
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were made available to FEPC staff and thoroughly examined.
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personal bias

All The Wax Thai? Fit To Prinf

Quite apart from the TACT evaluation, a strange anomaly was presented. In the 1
teaching profession where Jewshave established such a preeminent position, it

does not make sense by the laws of chance for seven out of the seventeen Jewish

I001111111101}
, selection criteria have an adverse effect on a protected class, those criteria must be
validated in accordance with the state guidelines and federal regulations on
Employee Selection Procedures.

young men to have been terminated for poor or marginal teaching performance. '
One of the men in particular was criticized for gradinghis Equal Opportunity
Program students too highly. In an age when many of our more sophisticated
educational insitutions are moving towards focusing on the“ development of total ego
potentials, and grading on a pass-fail system, this criticism may not be void. If the

Statistics on tenure and terminations had been received from both the college

teacher did, in fact, incorporate sufficient flexibility in his grading system to

administration and the complainants. The data was submitted to FEPC’5 Technical
Advisory Committee on Testing, which issued Technical Review Report No. .3 on '

Janis, 1974. On the basis of the data presented, TACT stated that “adverse effect
was not shown” but questioned whether or not the data submitted were proper. The
initial report stated “that revised data more appropriate to the circumstances

would yield different results...” The report further stated that neither the
administration nor UPC analysis came to the correct‘conclusions. Dr. Edward
Hane, chairman of TACT’S Compliance Subcommitteespelled out what information
was needed and suggested that both principles agree on who should be counted as
being Jewish. More valuable time was lost as an' attempt was made to obtain
concurrence on the accuracy of the statistics to be assessed. After much dialogue
and correspondence, the following table was arrived at and resubmitted to TACT:
The Table below shows Jews and non-Jews at California State College, Stanislaus
by the three categories Dr. Hane felt basic to evaluate the problem: (1) Total
number of probationary tenure-track faculty; (2) Total number of Involuntary

Terminations: (3) Total number of Voluntary Terminations.
JEWS AND NON-JEWS AT' CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, STANISLAUS
BY THE THREE HANE CATEGORIES, 1969-1973
’
1969-70
1970- 11
1971-72
111

Number of Probationary. tenure-track faculty

‘

'

’

,

‘

12r Number of lnvoluntary Terminations
131 Number of Voluntary Terminations

1972-73

H

T-J

H

T-J

73-7

102—8

1-23 10

95-5

43
9-0

3-0
9-0

8- 3
8 1

6-1
16-0

T: Total. J =Jewish

With regard to Jews and the/Total Number of Probationary, Tenure-Track
Faculty Members, the resulting values are shown:
Total Number of Faculty Members

Number oflnvoluntary Terminallons
Percentageof Involuntary Terminations

,

JEWS
"

17

7
41.2%

.

, ‘

‘

'

.

,

nonosws

113

14
12.4%

In arevised report issued Sept. 30, 1974, Dr. Hane concluded, “The difference1n
percentages was evaluated using a statistical test of significance It Was found that
this differencem percentages for groups of this size is significant at the 2 per cent
level of confidence. That is, thereIS lessthan two chances in 100 that a percentage

. difference of this size would occur by chance. ” The report went on to state, “ItIS 7
- s,

adversemmacbigterrnnntwnrates.Therefore,
been
has,
-.
41111144th
g
the determination as to whethertherehasbeen discrimination depends on whether
or not the investigation shoWs that the termination decisions were based on
job-related actions.
men involved it was apparent
In attempting to reevaluate the RPT folders of the
that these folders contained insufficient information for determining whether or not

decisions had been based on job-related factors. The folders contained vague

generalities related to one or more of the criteria listed above in this report.
There were statements1n the files such as:
His teaching standards are not up to the department’s requirements.
..has not accepted guidance in a spirit appropriate to a person of limited 7,
~ teaching experience.’
.._performance does not meet the expected standards and the department can
rcrtainly do better

There was no documentation, records of specific incidents or examples of” how
purported deficiencies were manifested. Nor was there any indication that the
individuals had been counseled and given an opportunity to improve in the areas
cited. These procedures, While typical of practices in institutions of higher

education, are counter to recognized principles of sound personnel management. As
a result of the omissions, it was impossible to analyze the evaluated criteria, used or
to substantiate the actions taken. One could only assume that the specific reasons
for the terminations, by plan or policy (See footnotes1-3), were probably not in the ,

RPT folders. The reasons for termination were discussed‘with the President and
Academic Vice President. In going down the list of the seven men terminated, the

reasons the President gave ranged frbm “poor” to “marginal” teaching ,
performance. If. indeed, these were the reasons,'it is difficult to justify the lack of
documentation in the files. However, as already mentioned, this system is not
unique to the Stanislaus campus, nor has it been followed for only Jewish faculty
. members who were terminated. Even though all RPT files may lack adequate
documentation, the feact remains that the failure to require specific information to
support these personnel actions leaves the door open to decisions made of a highly
subjective basis. There are no controls to ensure that such decisions are free from
Footnote 1: “Part1cularly in today's litigious atmosphere, if is incumbent on institutions to insist that judgments in
‘aculty personnel cases be based on appropriate criteria and data and that a record he made that will clearly demonstrate
that judgments were so based should it become necessary to do so in an action for damage." (Emphasis added by FEPC.)

Steady-State Stafﬁng in Tenure Granting Institutions and Related Papers, by W. Todd Furniss, American Councilron ‘ ‘
Educanon. Washingto. DC Reprinted from the Fall 1971 issue of Educational Record.
000

Footnotc‘lz' The first change unacceptable to my office15 thefollowing sentence (I believe“ this was Resolution l of the
Oct 18 meeting)
All evaluations recommendations and the final decision pertaining to retention, promotion or tenure shall be based

on and limited to information contained“1n the candidate 5 R. P. T. folder
My 1nterpretatior1 of the above Iangugage raises grave doubts that if is even humanly possible to follow such rigid

requirements. Furthermore, this section implies that all decisions, particularly negatives. since these often occasion

controversies. must be based on some sort of quantitative and/or legalistic data proving something is wrong with the
1no1v‘1dual. l.e.. documentary evidence. This is rarely the case; most decisions are merely the professional judgement of »

the evaluators as to whether or not an individual’s performance is at or above a desired level. There ls generally no my to,
document or prove such professional evaluations. ” (Emphasis added by FEPC. )

Memorandum to Members of the General Faculty; From Carl Gatlin President. Subject R. P. T. Criteria and Procedures
Oct. 30 1972.

Footnote 3.'Slnce U P. C would love to involve this college1n litigation and since Goldman“ 5 case does have a couple
of touchy areas which could lead to litigation, I suspect I should confer with you personally...
Letter of President Carl Gatlin to John Davidson. Attorney: The California University and Colleges; Oct. 20, 1972,
regarding Dr. Gatlin‘s impending participation inlhe Goldman Grievance Hearings. .

accommodate the ego needs of some of his marginal students, this might have been
a particularly good technique with students from black ghettos and chicano barrios ,
where they have been victims ofsystematic isolation and retardation for so long.
, This policy is justifiable to many to stimulate motivation until these students are ~

better integrated into the educational system; until their intellectual horizons have '
been expanded through greater knowledge and experience. They can then competewith students coming from a richer environment On a more realistic basis
This same teacher1s said to have stimulated a renaissance in the use of the library
by his students. In general, librarians have littleﬁlntact with his classroom
situations. Their chief way of evaluating the teaching capacity of teachers“1s noting
student use of the library. The asSumption here, of course, is that a particular
teacher inspires students in their quest for broader knowledge. Such was the
influence of this young man. He'15 said to have stimulated more interest1n research
at the library than almost any other teacher at the time. Yet, he was terminated.
Upon his termination, he was readily hired by one of the Eastern establishment
' colleges where he appears to have been enthusiastically accepted and productively
employed as a teacher and a Scholar ever since. As a matter of fact, of the seven
Jews terminated, most of them are currently employed at colleges oruniversities at
least as prestigious as Stanislaus State College.
7

The above comments are set forth only to point out the questionable reliability of
f the judgments passed on Jewish members of the faculty.
The college has not validated its procedures for granting tenure, and has not

demonstrated to FEPC’s investigator that terminations were actually made either
on job related factors or the criteria established by the college as enumerated in the
section on Employment Procedures. It is therefore concluded that the retention and
tenure system adversely affectsJewish members of the faculty.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
sound personnel managementis the foundation of affirmative action. Perhaps if
the college had developed and implemented an affirmative action program

consistentwith FEPC standards, it would not have found itselfm the situation which
caused this investigation to be initiated Of the departrnent heads contacted, few
showed any particular enthusiasm for affirmative action, and even fewer any .
knowledge as to how to go about implementing the campus 5 affirmative action '
policy. There Was no feeling that the college administration, at least prior to the
investigation, was aggressively behind the program. To the contrary, an,
interviewee stated that at one point in time administrative personnel advised that"
“the presSure was off. ”
Effectuating a successful affirmative action programis not a simplgzm
matterfor-, :—¢.—’-a¢~>:~,=< y.
Stanislaus because it is a new college in a relatively isolated area aéed
With a"
declining student enrolment and consequently the possibility of a reduced faculty. ,
‘ Despite anxiety over the survival of the college, some hiring was done between 1969 .
and 1973. Thus the denial of affirmative action cannot be totallyjustified.
No evidence was found that the selection procedures typical of higher education
were different at Stanislaus. It is no secret that in academia staff often is hired on

~ the basis of friendship and school ties, rather than the much touted theory of the
“best applicant. ” Hiring on the basis of school ties and personal friendships has
, been preferential hiring of a high order.
Despite inadequate recruitment, the investigation uncovered applications from
ethnic minorities and female candidates who were not considered even though they
had “solid credentials” which compared favorably to those included in the selection f
process. One was a black art historian from Case Institute. Of the 1,500 applications
reviewed in January, 1974 a high percentage of the best candidates insofar as their
’ applications were concerned, were Women and persons Who seemed to be Jewish. ,
Few were hired nonetheless.
,
The college needs to expedite the development of its own revised affirmative
action program'which conforms to the excellent guidelines established by the
Chancellor’s office to carry out the affirmative action policy promulgated by the
California State University and Colleges’ Board of Trustees on Jan. 23, 1974. '
The Trustees said (among other policy statements cited) that each campus.
president shall exercise strong personal leadership1n promoting equal opportunity
and carrying out a meaningful Affirmative Action program, and assure compliance
with the Trustees’ program.
This last statement18, perhaps, the most significant. Theguidelines laid out by the
Trustees are a good framework, but they cannot be a Substitute for each campus’5
sincere commitment to increasing the utilization of females and minorities at all
levels of the work force.
During the closing stages of the investigation, the college appeared to be .
accelerating its affirmative action efforts and a few encouraging observations were
, made. An Equal Employment Opportunity Officer had been designated. An
AffirmatiVe Action Committee was appointed. A black female and Mexican-American male were added to the faculty. The regulations regarding married persons
being employed in the same institution have been liberalized. Policies related to
pregnancy and childbirth have been updated to conform with EEOC Sex Guidelines.
These are but the first of many steps which need to be taken if Stanislaus is to
achieve their affirmative action objectives.
CONCLUSION
FEPC does not feel it is responsible to address itself to the charges of
"anti-Semitism" which were raised by the United Professors bf California'in their
publication, The Advocate, and in grievances and legal actions filed by individual
members of the faculty. As pointed out in the report, “anti-Semitism" was not a
term used inthe charges filed with this agency. The Commission.5 staffis trained to
assess employment practices. The agency has neither the methodology nor
expertise to make clear cut determinations in areas more appropriately left to
psychologists and behavioral scientists.
The investigative findings do not support the allegations of overt or covert
discrimination. While there was no evidence of differential treatment, the system
for granting tenure has adversely affected Jewish members of the faculty. Even
though that system is traditional in institutions of higher education, controls are
needed to be certain that decisions are based on scientific job related factors and
that those decisions are free from subjectivity and personal bias. The current ~
, affirmative action efforts are not adequate to correct the severe under-representation of minorities and females.
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Contradictions Mar-FEP C Report
By Fran McKeon
kahile there was no evidence of
A report of profound signir differential treatment, the sysficance to the Stanislaus campus

was released last week. It was

tem for granting tenure has
adversely affected Jewish members of the faculty.”
The conclusion seems at best

the result of a 3~year investigation into charges of discriminatory employment practices equivocal, at the worst, contraagainst Dr. Carl Gatlin, CSCS dictdry. The text of the report
president, by the United Pro- , (edited and reproduced on pages
fessors of California (AFL—CIO). 4,5 and 6) is a complex of
,
It was the first investigation of ambiguities and judgments.
alleged relgious discrimination
But read and re-read, the
ever undertaken by the Fair. volumeof evidence appeared to
Employment Practices Commis- demonstrate clearly two things:
sion under Section 1421 of the
(1) Dr. Gatlin has no antiJewish
California Labor Code. The bias, and (2) he does have a
charges were filed in November,
political bias.
1972, after several Jewish faculty
Simply stated, the legal chronmembers were fired for reasons ology for an FEPC investigation
the UPC charged were not in firings goes through these
job-related.
steps: Complainants allege discrimination but have no proof;
The conclusion reached by the investigators attempt to prove
FEPC investigators:
' “adverse effect", mainly through
“The investigative findings do statistics; if adverse'effect is
not support the allegations of proved, respondents must prove
overt or covert discrimination. that the firings were job-related. ,

Long. Winded Warriors-

.Win National Honors

If such proof cannot be produced,
then it must be assumed that the
firings are for other reasons.

ization of the faculty began and
Arnold Goldman, a young Jewish

This is where the FEPC report

professor in the English de-

seems to equivocate. For the
report finds with the use of
statistics that there was adverse
effect. This calls for Gatlin to

partment who was a member of

the UPC and a political activist.

prove with personnel files that
the firings werebased on job

performance’. This he was unable
to do, at least to the satisfaction
of the investigators. Therefore,‘
the only_logical predicate would,
seem to be that thefirings were
based on other reasons.
If the proof is not in the folders,
as required by the Retention,
Promotion and Tenure procedures, the firings would seem to
be arbitrary and, logically,
overtly discriminatory.
If the proof is not.in the folders

because of an attempt to cover up
subjective or biased judgments,
the term covert would be
applicable.
Either Way, the case of the
V complainants would seem to have
been substantiated, based on the

findings of the Commission’s own
investigators. But the tortuous

logic of the report has led both

sides in the controversy to claim
victory.
The original UPC charge was.
Steve Jost and Steve Wampler chard Lucas was more than
‘It is our belief that this
were awarded Certificates of satisﬁed with the overall perinformation (the supporting maExcellence in speed at the Pi formance of the group as Jane
terial) establishes probable
Kappa Delta national speech Robertson. Matt Riley and Ken
cause for a charge that the
tournament held in Philadelphia Adair all finished in the “mid
administration engages in both
during the Easter vacation.
range.“ considered quite good for
overt and covert forms of
The certificate15 presented to the stiff competition.
discriminatory employment
. those students finishing in the
Jost competed in the extempractices against Jews, women,
uppér_30 percentofall speakers .,pgraneous and Wampler in disblacks, Chicanos and members of , _
competing in the tournament. . ciiSsion. Finals for the tourna—_~
other racial minorities and that ,
The two proved theirexcellence ment were held in historic
the College’5 AffirmatiVe Action
over a field of 600 students Congress Hall in Philadelphia,
Program exists in name only.”
representing 120 colleges and site of the original meeting of the
Although the charge included
universities across the nation.
Continental Congress. Lucas
women and racial minorities, the
stated the tournament marked
controversy and resulting polarWampler and Jost were among the last time Congress Hall would
five students from CSCS invited be in use for special functions
MARSH‘S
to participate in the prestigious until completion of the Bi-CenHOUSE
PAINTING
tournament. Forensic coach Ri- tennial celebration.
“Quits/action is a (go/icy”
Licensed and insured
Reasonable Rates

Daniel Marsh
Ph.521‘2527

For Gil—tysand Gals
“1s

Save $ Now
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ApplianCes
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Since 1921
MARKET OFFW MAIN
TURLOCK 632-3913

GRANT CENTER . TLK.
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Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER '
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naturepedics

.

Restaurant

10% DiscO‘unt
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harmony

with

nature.

We

are

a

non-structured faith, undenominational,
with no traditional doctrine or dogma.
Benefits for ministers are:

Pancakes, Sandwiches, Hamburgers and
Steaks 81 ManyASpecials

1410 Mitchell Rd. Ceres 537-9749

. faculty members. . . sensed
a state of affairs where they
could not speak out without fear
of retaliation, and that conditions
which promote academic free
dom were not promoted on, the
campus. . .’.'
The evidence of the statisticians (TACT) on which the
investigators based their finding
of “adverse effect” showed that ‘

pected’ to give both sides of a
controversy affecting it”, public
airing of the campUS’s dirty linen
began in earnest. Gatlin and his
supporters, stung by the accu-

sation and infuriated over the
malevolence. of the mural, retal- 12.4 pd? Cent of thenon-Jews were
iated. The exchanges heated up, involuntarily terminated, while
and in June 1973, the\FEPC ‘ 41.2 percentof the Jews were

There was

no docu-

mentation, ' recOrds of specific
incidents, or examples.
' “As a result of the omissions, it
was impossible to analyze the. . .
criteria used or to substantiate‘
the actions taken. One could only
assumethat the specific reasons
for the terminations, by plan or
policy, were probably not in the
RPT folders. . . In going down the
list of the seven men terminated, ,
the reasons the President gave
ranged from “poor” to “marginal” teaching performance. If,

motels restaurants car rental agencies
etc. Our directory lists over 1 000 prestige
establishments extending an automatic cash

discount

3 Perform marriages baptisms funer-

als and all other ministerial functions.
exemption from property and other taxes
Enclose a free- will donation for the
minister’s credentials and pocket license.
Your ordination is recognized in all 50 states

and most foreign countries.

towards women Another said,

tenured art professor, unionist,
and Jew. Although the ADVOCATE is, in Patton’s words,
“a biased, political propaganda
newspaper that cannot be, ex-

alities.

1. Car Emblem and Pocketl. D
2 Reduced rates for many hotels

4 Start your own church and apply for .

Delicious Homemade Cooking - 24 Hour Day

been painted by Ralf Parton, a

folders of the men involved,
investigators found insufficient
information on which to base a
judgment. The folders, said the”
report, contained vague gener-

believe what we believe: Man should exist
in

He filed a grievance statement,
in’which he said, “. . . Jews tend
to get fired at Stanislaus.’ That Jewish merchant; both agreed
does not mean they are fired that he had no bias whatever. But
because of an administrator’s one faculty member said, “All
bigoted opinions. It may be that those who do not fit the mold have
Jews tend to get fired for other a hard time at Stanislaus. Being
reasons than their Jewishness, different'is a liability Left unsaid
perhaps for their.uniori mem- is the question of when ‘being
bership, their teaching methods, different’ and ‘being Jewish’ are
their life styles, or something one and the same.”
The preponderance of evielse.” At any rate, Goldman was
not retained, and in November dence, however, suggests that
1972 the charge of discrimination “being different” was far more of
was submitted to the FEPC and a liability than “being Jewish.”
an investigation requested. The The investigators found and
FEPC referred it to the Chan- presented (as hearsay) evidence
cellor’s office, and although the that seemed to support the
report does not say so, appar- general belief that “getting
ently nothing was done by the along” meant “going along” with
the Administration.
Chancellor.
In April, 1973 the storm broke.
A union member who resigned
The ADVOCATE, UPC’s monthly from thefaculty said that some of
newspaper, accused Gatlin of the deans and administrators
anti—Semitism and printed a copy were beset with fundamental
of a mural caricature which had religious views and prejudice

Review Process. . .”
But in evaluating the RPT

0ur fast growing church is actively seeking
environment-conscious new ministers who

Melbea’s

documentation in the files.” ,
There was ample testimony
that the President was not
anti-Semitic. A Jewish faculty
member was an intimate friend
of the Gatlins, as was a local

investigation was authorized.
ﬁred.
The investigation revealed a
Quite apart from the Tact
campus that was “uptight and evaluation, said the report, a
, contentious.” Affirmative Action strange anomaly was presented.
procedures were not being en- “In the teaching profession
forced; and the ratio of women where Jews have established
and minorities was the lowest in such a pre-eminent position, it
the entire Iii-college systems The does not make sense by the laws
faculty was polarized, the at- of chance for seven out of
‘mosphere ' was poisonous, and seventeen Jewish young men to
enrollment was nowhere near. have been terminated for poor or what had/been expected. At a marginal performance. ”
time when the administration
The report hinted broadly, but
was trying to attract students to did not say, that more to the point
keep, the struggling college from perhaps would have been a
folding, The FEPC investigators statistical survey on how many of
were finding an intellectual these seVen young Jewish men ~atmosphere which could well were outspoken and liberal.
» have contributed to their staying . Three sentences seem to be
away.
crucial in the final conclusion as
Certain RPT criteria had been to whether the firings were
adopted by the College, including job-related or were due to
the proviso that—“All judgments, religious or political discrimirecommendations and decisions nation. They are included in the
remain in the‘RevieW' File “and section marked “Evaluation”.
shall be confidential within the The first two are on page 34 of the

commend/11 and RESIDENTIAL

ANNUAL

indeed, these were the reasons, it

centered, around the firing of is difficult to justify the lack of

’

Church of Conservation
Box 375

Mary Esther, Florida 32569

,

, _ , . ..,7~-=

_

report:

“It is concluded then that there
has been adverse impact in

termination rates. Therefore the
determination as to whether
there has been discrimination
depends on whether or not the

investigation, shows that the
termination decisions were based
on job-related actions.” (Em~
phasis added.)

And on page 37, the sentence
that appears to establish the
determination and, by elementary rules of logic, the ines-

capablecorollary:
“The College.
has not
demonstrated to FEPC’s investigator that terminations were
actually made either on jobrelated factors or on the criteria
Established by the College. . .”
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B y Jonet Cross

Carolyrr Takhar is one person

Q
SIG "A l.

Methodist to M0slein

. who’s happy to see CSCS students
with problems.
.
She and Jim Edmondson make
up the college counseling staff

and Carolyn soloves her work
that she wishes there were a few
more anxieties floating around.
“I know there are people out
there who need to talk to an

Carolyn
Wants

To, Help
experienced someone. I’m just
afraid they don?t know I’m here.”
J‘Here” is an office'in the
Student Union (number nine,
next to the men’s room), gar-

nished _with personal brick-a-.
brack. A wall hanging and a
nhumdarug crafted in East India
are prominent accents
The impressive documents on
the wall assure that Carolyn is

A Tale of Two Cultures
By Fran McKeon

How does a young American woman, raised as a Methodist, fit
into the Moslem culture of her Iranian husband?
/
Very well, according to JoAnn Schaeffer Raissi, a pretty,

soft-spoken young woman who is a student at 086. JoAnn met her
husband Sassan while both were students at Séu-amento State in

’ 1964, married him, and eventually lived in Iran for a time while
Sassan taught at the University of Jundi.
JoAnn's adjustment to the Moslem traditions was not without its
pitfalls. She once came home with two lovely rugs she'had bought
for the bathroom. It was some time before she realized that the
reason the cleaning woman kept putting them in the closet was that
they were prayer rugs.
The Raissis have a 7-year old son, Jahan, whose name means
“Universe”, and a 2-year old daughter, Laudan, which translates as
.“Nasturtium”. Sassan’ s father is a doctor in Tehran, and his

mother, who inherited some small land holdings in the north,
oversees the planting of the crops on her land. According to JoAnn
this'15 not unusual for younger women, but is somewhat surprising
for a woman of her mother—in—law’5 generation.

Thanks largely to the efforts of the Empress Farah and the

Shah’s twin sister, Ashraf, who is president of the Board of Regents
well qualified to help people'who of the University, women are being steadily upgraded. They are
have basically bad feelings about
encouraged to enter the professions and to participatein the social
themselves. She received her , and educational reforms of this formerly underdeveloped country
Master’s Degree from UC Berkewhose oil production has made it rich

ley. She later won accreditation
with the Academy of Certified

Social Workers. She spent two
years at the Oakland Center on
Alcoholism and worked at the
Fresno ”Mental Health Department for four years. Three years
ago she moved to Denair and
after staying home “doing the
mother thing," she came to us at

Stanislausf

’

Carolyn can workwith most

“Many Iranian women still wear the chador (head covering),
‘although this custom is discouraged'in modern Iran,” says JoAnn.
“It s not unusual to see women on the streets wearing the chador

while dressedin jeans or pantsuits with Western platform shoes
This is just one of the examples of how, mOdernization and
'
'
traditionalism intermingle.”
/

Ancient Persia had a rich history, and modern Iran tries to
preserve this and to inculcate in its inhabitants a feeling for their
heritage by special programs on TV and other undertakings, such a
careful excavation of archeological sites. While these ties with the

past are maintained, expansion and modernizationof thecountry is?
.errgﬁrgglguwthragga,
a W iﬁfiﬂiswing
s: «awif: emu-ﬂ
boy rien or gullnen anxie1es

: see-ism

over grades or entering the job

world marital problems con-

“The enormity of the jobisoverwhelming,” she explained. “Key
jobsin the oil industry have been held for years by Americans and
English, employed by the oil companiesat large salaries. This is all
being changed; Iranians now hold administrative jobs and control

“Teachers are hired from other countries because of the shortage
of Iranianschools and teachers. At present, a large numbermgf
Iranianstudents are studyingin California colleges, because Iran

lacks the facilities foreducating them;- The Shah is making
a
determined effort to enlarge the universitysystem becausesomany
students who study abroad never return home.”
The main staple of the Iranian dietis rice, served with lamb, and
//,
vegetables are usually fried. JoAnn observed that entertaininr/
dinner guests in Iran13 quite different from American entertaining,
because .the serving of alcohol is a Moslem taboo. Dinneris

EO'S IMPORTS

Visitlndia ThisSummer
By Diane Rumbeck

India is a land that has
much to offer. especially for Cal
State students who will be able to
visit the far-away country this
summer.

Literature and Culture of India,
an upper-division English course,
will be taught by Dr. Paul P.
Reuben. associate professor of
English. Reuben also is a native

transfers
The course willearn participants three units of credit in
English. Enrollment is limited

and advance reservations are
necessary. Interested persons
should contact Dr. Reuben
through the English Department.

The tour leaves from San
Francisco on July 26, arriving in .
Delhi on July 28. There will be
sightseeing tours to the imposing .
of India.
' ‘ Qutab Minar Tower, the Iron
The summer session will be a
Pillar dating from the fourth
21—day study tour which costs century, the impressive Birla
$1,400, subject to possible airfare
Temple and Jumma Mashid
charges. The cost includes round- ,, Mosque with its bulbous domes.

trip transportation from San

Francisco, all travel within India
and Nepal, accomodations,
meals, sightseeing tours and

and slender striped minarets.

Quality Repairs On AllForeign Cars

. Kashmir which is considered one
of the most beautiful of nature’s '
creations. The group will stay on
houseboats.

{ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
OVER HAULS
TUNE-UPS
MACHINE WORK

WWI

manger-m

cerns of freshmen over leaving
home. «
She is convinced that a few
production, which theShah thinks isbetter for national iinityﬁ’ '
weeks of counseling would
Persian carpets are the finest in the world, lasting virtually
late—around 9 oblock—and after dining, the guests are served tea;
smooth theway.
~
I forever, and some Iranians own carpets worth $500 a square yard.
Bowls offruit are passed while guests sip their tea. Pomegranates“
“When you re feeling bad about
Some are woven in geometric patterns and some in flowers and
‘ are plentifulin the country, they are split open, the seeds are putin
' yourself, grades and perforscrolls, depending on the province in which they are made; Buying
mance in general are affected. It
a‘ large dish, and served with a spoon.
,
carpets is like buying art, she says, with authenticity being,
becomes difficult to relate to the
Sassan got his PhD. at Washington State, in Pullman,
opposite sex and to people in determined by an expert.
Washington, where JoAnn finished work on her B.A. He is now in
“As an American the most fun was shopping,” JoAnn recalled,
general.”
‘
Iran, teaching, while she works toWard her Master’ 5 at CSCS. When
Carolyn is here- from 9 to 4 “with most of the selling done out of stalls For example, there are
she rejoins him, she plans to teach Englishin the Iranian schools.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
stalls for pots and pans There are old clothing and new clothing
and Friday. Appointments for bazaars, but most of the new clothing is made at tailor shops. You
Musical Instruments
individual or‘ group sessions are
can takem a picture of what you want to have tailored and have it
~ Of All Kinds
scheduled” through Lorraine Gon- copied. Ready-to-wear is just coming to Iran, and there are some
Turlock Music Store
salves in the, Student Center but department stores, but not many.
. —;-ﬁ——.——
Bob & Eleanor
'§I
Webb
Carolyn encourages you to just
’ Across Irorri Greyhound Depot
Faculty wives—from France,
pasttime
social
a
is
“Shopping
122
West
Main St.
223 N. Center
532-3927
drop by her office and come in
India Italy, Australia, and other countries—go shopping together.
Turlock, CA 95380
whenever the door is open.

The next stop will be at Agra,
the locale of the Magnificent Taj
Mahal, perhaps the most inspir— ,
ing and beautiful of the seven
wonders of the world. While there

another stop will be a tour
through the rural country.
Khujuraho,

Varanasi,

* VSPEOIAI. ON All. 4 OYI. FOREIGN OARS‘*‘ I
TUNE-UP WITH VALVE ADJ. $30 00
.
PARTS & LABOR .
I

the

rvw BRAKE - UNDER 140.00

Kingdom 'of Nepal, and Kathmandu will all be places that the
group will see.
After visiting Dr. . Reuben’s
home town, Patna, Darjeeling,

Madras, Mahabalipurum,

and

Next on the agenda, the group
Bombay, the group will return to
will proceed by air to Srinagar, — San Francisco on Aug. 18.

Free Estimates Phone. Phone.:.632-873Il

I“:

8:00-5:30

1250 N. Golden State Blvd.

Turlock

